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I fremtidens partikkelknusere for høyenergifysikk må partikkelstrålene kontrolleres 
stadig mer presist for å oppnå ønsket ytelse.  Denne oppgaven beskriver nye, avanserte 
strålebaserte metoder som vil øke ytelsen for både lineære og sirkulære 
partikkelakseleratorer . Metodene har bidratt til å oppnå en ytelse for the Large Hadron 
Collider langt over designverdiene, og  de vil være et viktig bidrag til utviklingen av neste 
generasjons partikkelknuser, enten den vil være lineær eller sirkulær. 
 
Particle accelerators are being increasingly utilised in a variety of applications. They 
provide an efficient and often the only method for precise measurements across many 
scientific fields. Such measurements largely rely on excellent knowledge and as well as 
precise control of the accelerator. The required precision goes beyond current 
manufacturing and assembly abilities. For this reason, the particle beam itself must be 
used as a diagnostic tool.  
 

In the past three years, multiple beam-based methods to increase the performance of 
particle accelerators have been developed at CERN. This thesis describes methods which 
exploit the beam to diagnose and control today’s and future’s accelerators.  The progress 
has been achieved over a full work-chain ranging from measurements with their 
analyses, through applied corrections, to modelling and beam stabilisation. 
These results contributed, for example, to LHC’s performance far beyond the design 
values. The feasibility of CLIC’s drive beam complex was proven from beam stability 
point of view.   
 
Generally, the focus has been on circular and linear accelerators for high energy particle 
physics. These two different concepts compete: will the next large-scale particle collider 
be linear or circular? What type of particles will it accelerate and collide?  The 
performance of methods such as developed in this thesis is essential input to the 
decision on what the next large particle collider will look like.  

 

 

 


